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Abstract

The MaxCut problem seeks to partition the vertices of a graph into two sets such that the weight of the edges joining those sets is maximized. The MaxCut problem has been of continued research interest and has developed an extensive literature. After reviewing of a small portion of that literature, this article discusses an approach to the solution of this problem based on a branch and bound algorithm composed with a divide and conquer preprocessing phase. Preliminary results are given and several directions for further research are outlined.

1 Introduction

Given a weighted undirected graph, the MaxCut problem seeks to partition the vertices of the graph into two sets such that the sum of the weights of the edges that join the two sets is maximized. Though simple to state, the MaxCut problem is among those that are known to be computationally intractable, i.e., it is an NP-complete problem. Despite this difficulty, the
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MaxCut problem has many applications and has been reformulated in a multitude of ways. That the MaxCut problem deserves further study is evidenced by the continuing active research in this and related areas.

Applications of MaxCut come from diverse areas, including layout of electronic circuitry, state problems in statistical physics, and combinatorial optimization. Several of these applications will be described in more detail in Section 3.3. Many methods have been applied to the solution of the MaxCut problem, ranging from random selection schemes to exhaustive search. These methods of attack vary in approach and rigor. A selection of these methods are categorized and discussed in Section 4.

This report is organized as follows. The next section provides some terminology and formally defines the MaxCut problem. Sections 3 and 4 then review some of the literature about the computational complexity, applications, and solution methods of the MaxCut problem. The remainder of the report discusses the approach we are developing for the MaxCut question, describes of our preliminary results, and outlines several directions for future work.

2 Preliminaries

We define an undirected simple graph $G = (V, E)$ to be composed of a finite set of $n$ vertices, $V_n = \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}$, and a set of $m$ edges each identified by the vertices it joins, $E_m = \{(i, j) : 1 \leq i < j \leq n\}$. To denote an individual edge we use $e$, $e_{ij}$ or $ij$, alternatively. The degree of a vertex, $d_v$, is the number of edges connected to it. By the notation $K_n$ we will denote the complete simple graph on $n$ vertices, i.e. the graph containing an edge between every pair of vertices.

A path from vertex $i$ to vertex $j$ is a graph composed of a series of vertices and the edges that join them,

$$V(P) = \{x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_l\} \quad \quad E(P) = \{x_1x_2, x_2x_3, \ldots, x_{l-1}x_l\}.$$

A path is usually denoted by $x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_l$. When a path exists between two vertices, we say they
are connected. A *cycle* is a path in which \( l \geq 3 \), \( x_0 = x_l \), and \( x_i \neq x_j \) for all \( i, j \in \{0, 1, \ldots, l-1\} \) such that \( i \neq j \).

The *subgraph* induced by a subset \( S \subseteq V \) is denoted \( G_S \) and consists of the vertices in \( S \) and only those edges of the graph \( G \) which join vertices in \( S \). A *component* is the subgraph induced by a maximal set of connected vertices. Finally, a *biconnected component* is the subgraph induced by a maximal set of vertices such that every pair of vertices is in at least one cycle. The reader is referred to a reference text, such as Bollobás [3], for further information on graph theory.

Given a subset of the vertices of a graph, \( S \subseteq V_n \), we define a *cut* induced by \( S \) as the set of edges with one end in \( S \) and the other in \( V - S \). Equivalently, the cut, \( \delta_G(S) \), is defined as,

\[
\delta_G(S) := \{ij \mid |S \cap \{i, j\}| = 1\}.
\]

When the graph \( G \) is understood from the context, we write simply \( \delta(S) \). It is often convenient to speak of the set of edges that do not participate in a cut. We call these *dropped* edges and denote the set of dropped edges in a cut induced by set \( S \) as \( D_G(S) \), or \( D(S) \) when \( G \) is understood. This set is defined by,

\[
D_G(S) := \{ij \mid |S \cap \{i, j\}| = 2\} \cup \{ij \mid |(V - S) \cap \{i, j\}| = 2\}.
\]

When we discuss bounding functions, we will denote the set of edges dropped by partial assignment of vertices \( i, \ldots, j \) to either \( S \) or \( V - S \) by \( D_i^j(S) \). Thus, \( D_0^{i-1}(S) \) is the set of edges dropped by the assignment of the first \( i-1 \) vertices, while \( D_n^i(S) \) are the set of edges that will be dropped by assignment of the remaining vertices, \( i, \ldots, n \).

The incidence vector of the cut \( \delta(S) \), or cut vector, is that member of the \( \binom{n}{2} \)-dimensional Cartesian binary space \( \{0,1\}^{\binom{n}{2}} \) where \( \delta(S)_{ij} = 1 \) iff \( |S \cap \{i, j\}| = 1 \). The cut vector is also denoted \( \delta(S) \), by an abuse of notation, and is used as a basis for developing the polyhedral theory of the MaxCut problem, a subject we will discuss briefly in Section 4.
Let weight \( c \) be a function assigning to each edge a non-negative real value, \( c : E \to \mathbb{R}_+, c(e_{ij}) = c_{ij} \). Given a cut \( \delta(S) \), the weight of the cut is the sum of the weights of the edges in the cut.

\[
c(\delta(S)) := \sum_{ij \in \delta(S)} c_{ij}
\]

The MaxCut problem has two forms: a general form and a simple form. The general MaxCut problem asks to find the maximum cut weight taken over all possible cuts of the weighted graph \( G \).

\[
mc(G) = \max \{ c(\delta(S)) \mid S \subseteq G \}
\]

The simple MaxCut problem restricts the weighting function to take on only the values 0 or 1. Thus, the simple MaxCut problem asks only for the number of edges in the largest cut.

### 3 A Few Facts about the MaxCut Problem

We list here a few useful facts about the complexity of the MaxCut problem and mention some of the many applications in which the problem has found use.

#### 3.1 NP-completeness

The MaxCut problem, even in its restricted simple form, was shown by Karp [17] to be an NP-complete problem. He did this by reducing the Partition problem, one of a collection of problems which he proved be intractable in the same paper, to the MaxCut problem. Additional proofs of the NP-completeness of the MaxCut problem can be found in [20].

Given that the general problem is NP-complete, a polynomial time approximation algorithm becomes an attractive alternative. We will mention several positive results on such algorithms in Section 4. However, Håstad has shown there are also limits to this approach. In [14] he demonstrated that even approximating the value of the MaxCut to a performance guarantee of
any thing better than 16/17 = .94117 is itself an NP-hard problem.

3.2 Classes of graphs for which polynomial time algorithms are known

Another approach to the MaxCut problem asks whether there are restricted classes of the general unweighted graphs for which the problem becomes tractable. Again, some progress has been made in this direction. Three related classes of graphs have been found that admit polynomial time solutions for the MaxCut problem. These are the planar graphs, the graphs not reducible to \( K_5 \), and the weakly bipartite graphs [6, 20]. While the planar graphs and the graphs not reducible to \( K_5 \) admit an intuitive understanding, the weakly bipartite graphs are not so easily characterized. Guenin, [13], defines a graph as weakly bipartite “if the polyhedron \( Q \) is integral (i.e., all its extreme points are integral):

\[
Q = \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^{\mid E\mid} \mid \sum_{i \in C} x_i \geq 1, \text{ for all odd cycles } C \text{ of } G \}.
\]

He notes that if \( \hat{x} \) is a \( \{0, 1\} \) extreme point of this polyhedron, then \( \hat{x} \) is an incidence vector which intersects every odd cycle in \( G \). This being the case, \( 1 - \hat{x} \), where \( 1 \) is the vector of all 1’s, is the incidence vector of a bipartite subgraph of \( G \). In particular, if \( \hat{x} \) is the solution of

\[
\min\{cx \mid x \in Q \cap \{0, 1\}^{\mid E\mid}\}
\]

then \( 1 - \hat{x} \) is a solution to the general MaxCut problem. He notes that others have shown that both planar graphs and graphs not reducible to \( K_5 \) are weakly bipartite graphs. Poljak and Tuza [20] give other classes of graphs that are also weakly bipartite. For instance, a graph \( G \) with a vertex \( v \in V \) such that the graph \( G - \{v\} \) is bipartite is a weakly bipartite graph. Both sources warn, however, that the weakly bipartite graphs have not been completely characterized.
3.3 Applications of MaxCut

The MaxCut problems has many applications in diverse fields. One of the more commonly cited examples comes from the field of design of very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits. This problem asks for the minimization of the number of vias, or cross-layer connections, in a circuit design subject to pin assignments and layout constraints. Another very commonly mentioned application is in statistical physics where the ground states of spin glasses in the presence of an external magnetic field are sought.

Other applications can be found in the area of combinatorial optimization where many geometric reformulations of the MaxCut problem are possible based on the incidence vector representation. Examples here include linear programming over the cut polytope and unconstrained quadratic 0-1 programming. The interested reader is referred to the extensive surveys of Deza and Laurent [5, 6] and Poljak and Tuza [20] for more information on the applications of the MaxCut problem.

4 Solution Methods

4.1 Classification of methods

Approaches to the solution of the MaxCut problem can be characterized in a number of ways. Two characteristics will be used in this article as a framework within which to discuss several of these approaches. These two characteristics are (1) whether the method admits an exact solution, an approximate solution with some performance guarantee, or simply a solution without performance guarantee and (2) whether the method attacks the problem directly, manipulating a representation of a graph, or indirectly through reformulating the problem into another problem domain.
4.2 Methods examples

4.2.1 Exact methods

The naive approach to an exact solution for the MaxCut problem enumerates the $2^n$ possible cuts of the graph, calculates the weight of each, and records the value of the cut that provides the greatest weight. While this approach will find the maximum weight cut, it will require time $O(m2^n)$ to examine all of the cuts.

The process of enumerating the cuts in the naive approach can be conceptualized as a complete traversal of the binary decision tree in which each branch is split based on the decision of whether to include each vertex in the cut set $S$. A natural way to reduce the time required to traverse this tree is to apply a heuristic function to estimate the value of the MaxCut that can be achieved based on the current state of the search. Such heuristics are of two types: upper bounds and lower bounds. Both are useful, although in different ways, to limit the traversal of the decision tree. In both cases, the best currently known cut weight is compared to the bound value. If the currently known value is greater than the upper bound achievable given the present state of the search, the current branch of the search tree can be abandoned. If, on the other hand, the currently known value is below the lower bound of that achievable given the current state of the search, the known value may be updated to the bound value. While in this case the remaining subtree must still be traversed, portions of that subtree may be avoided based on the improved known value. Examples of this approach and a variety of bounds used to limit search in this way are found in [22, 23].

Another way to reduce problem complexity is to divide the problem into smaller component problems, solve these smaller problems, and aggregate their solutions. Fedin and Kulikov [9] discuss one example of this approach. Their approach systematically decomposes the problem graph by removing vertices of low degree while preserving the implications of the removed vertices by modifying the characteristics of the remaining vertices. When no further simplifications are
applicable, an arbitrary vertex is selected and the problem is split on the assignment of that vertex to one or the other partition. These two subproblems are then each submitted to the full algorithm for solution and the best solution is returned. They report that their algorithm runs in time $\text{poly}(m) \cdot 2^{m/4}$ improving the running time of $\text{poly}(m) \cdot 2^{m/3}$ reported by Gramm, Hirsch, Niedermeier, and Rossmanith in [12].

4.2.2 Approximation methods with performance guarantees

Relaxing the requirement for an exact solution leads to the study of $p$-approximation algorithms, or polynomial time algorithms that provide a solution that is at least $p$ times the optimal value. The constant $p$ is called the performance guarantee of the algorithm. Goemans and Williamson [10] cite five algorithms with improving performance guarantees before discussing their own algorithm. Here we only mention the first of these and the contribution of Goemans and Williamson.

In 1976, Sahni and Gonzales [21] presented a .5-approximation algorithm for the MaxCut problem. Their algorithm iterates through the vertices and assigns each vertex to maximize the partial cut that has resulted from the assignment of the preceding vertices. Their algorithm essentially corresponds to a randomized algorithm in which each vertex is assigned to a partition based on the flip of an unbiased coin. In 1994, Goemans and Williamson became the first to apply semidefinite programming to the solution of the MaxCut problem. Their algorithm uses a randomized rounding of the solution to a non-linear relaxation of the MaxCut problem to give a .878-approximation.

4.2.3 Inexact methods without performance guarantees

Many of the solution methods that have been developed in the study of artificial intelligence have been also applied to the solution of the MaxCut problem. Such methods include random selection, restarting local search, simulated annealing, and genetic programming in its many forms. Most of these approaches rely on some form of random selection process and while the the solution they provide generally improves as the algorithm is allowed to continue to run, they cannot
guarantee any better performance than the .5-approximation algorithm described by Sahni and Gonzales. These approaches are not without appeal and continue to attract research attention. Two examples of studies involving these approaches are found in [11, 7].

In [11], Gosti, Nguren, Wan, and Zhou consider the value of performing a local search in the vicinity of the solution returned by the Goemans and Williamson algorithm as a method for improving that solution. They compared this composite approach with a Metropolis search, with Simulated annealing, and with local search alone. They concluded the Metropolis, the Simulating Annealing and the Goemans and Williamson algorithm followed by local search were all effective for graphs up to 100 vertices. For larger problems, however, they recommend simulated annealing as the method of choice.

In [7], Dolezal, Hofmeister, and Lefmann discuss an empirical study comparing a similar set of solution methods for the MaxCut problem. Specifically, they compared five methods: an application of the Goemans and Williamson semidefinite programming approach, a random strategy, a genetic algorithm, two combinatorial algorithms, and a divide and conquer strategy. Based on their sampling of randomly created graphs, they concluded the approach that randomly selected candidate cuts for a preset time and kept the maximum cut value gave the best trade off between runtime and accuracy of the result.

4.2.4 Reformulation into different problem space

The MaxCut problem can be reformulated in numerous ways. For example, it is well known that by the following theorem the MaxCut problem may be mapped into an equivalent Max-2-Sat problem. A Max-2-Sat problem takes a set of clauses in conjunctive normal form each containing at most 2 literals and asks for the maximum number of clause that can be simultaneously satisfied.

**Theorem 1 ([4, 18]).** Given graph $G = (V, E)$, where $|V| = n$, $|E| = m$, assume weight $w(i, j) = 1$ for each $(i, j) \in E$. Construct an instance of MAX-2-SAT as follows: Let $V$ be the set of propositional variables and for each edge $(i, j) \in E$ create exactly two binary clauses: $(i \lor j)$ and $(\overline{i} \lor \overline{j})$. 
Let $F$ be the collection of such binary clauses, then the MaxCut problem on the graph $G$ has a cut of weight $k$ iff the constructed MAX-2-SAT problem has an assignment under which $m + k$ clauses are true.

It is interesting to note here that Alber, Gramm, and Niedermeier [1] have observed that while the MaxCut problem is thus theoretically equivalent to the Max-2-Sat problem, in practice, random MaxCut problems reformulated as Max-2-Sat problems are generally harder to solve than random Max-2-Sat problems owing to the special structure of the transformed problem.

Another example of a reformulation that can be applied to the MaxCut problem is that of transforming graphs into points in $|V|$-dimensional Cartesian space by the use of incidence vectors. This approach allows to apply the very large array of tools that have been developed in the areas of combinatorial optimization, convex programming, and polyhedral theory. The approximation method of Goemans and Williamson falls into this category. A more complete introduction to these areas is well beyond the scope of the current work. Again, the interested reader is referred to the articles [5, 6] and [20] for further information.

5 Current Work

Based on the recent success of Shen and Zhang with the Max-2-Sat problem [22, 23], we have mounted a direct attack on the MaxCut problem. Our approach combines a preprocessing phase with a branch and bound algorithm. The preprocessing step we have implemented identifies and separates certain subgraphs that are easily shown to be bipartite. In our case, the selected subgraphs are the graphs composed of only edges that participate in no cycle and the biconnected components that contain no cycle of odd length. Once identified, these subgraphs are removed from the problem graph and all edges in them are included in the MaxCut solution. The remainder of the problem graph is then submitted to a branch and bound algorithm that closely models that used by Shen and Zhang for the Max-2-Sat problem. In Figure 1, the function $bec\_max\_cut$
illustrates the top level of a decision version of our program. In the following subsections, we address first the algorithm used in the preprocessing phase and then that used in the branch and bound phase.

5.1 Biconnected component algorithm

Using a divide and conquer approach one first seeks to divide a problem into smaller subproblems that are easier to solve. As all edges in any bipartite graph trivially participate in its MaxCut solution, we identify and characterize two classes of bipartite subgraphs of the problem graph. These subgraphs are the collection of edges that participate in no cycle and the biconnected components that contain no cycles of odd length.

The linear time algorithm we use to identify and characterize these subgraphs is similar to one attributed to Hopcroft and Tarjan [15, 24] in Atallah [2]. Their algorithm uses a single depth first pass over the problem graph to simply list the vertices contained in biconnected components. In contrast, our algorithm uses two depth first passes to both identity and characterize all edges in the graph. The algorithm, illustrated as BCC in Figure 1, is described in the following paragraphs.

The first depth first pass computes three values for each vertex: a discovery time \( v.dis \), a value \( v.low \), and a boolean value \( v.odd \). The algorithm uses a global variable \( time \) that is incremented when each vertex is first visited. Time is initially 0 and is \( V \) when the first depth first pass is completed. The value \( v.low \) depends on this vertex discovery time such that the following constraint holds. \[
\begin{align*}
    \text{That is, } v.low = \min(v.dis, w.dis \mid (u, w) \text{ is a back edge for some descendant } u \text{ of } v)
\end{align*}
\]

The value \( v.odd \) for a vertex is determined by whether its depth in the search tree, i.e., the
Figure 1: Decision and biconnected component algorithms.

```plaintext
function bcc_max_cut ( G: graph, i: integer ) return boolean
BCC ( G ); // identify and classify biconnected components in G
CurrentCut := 0;
foreach even biconnected component b or bridge b in G do
    CurrentCut := CurrentCut + edgesIn(b);
end for
if CurrentCut ≥ i return true;
else
    foreach odd biconnected component bcc in G do
        CurrentCut := CurrentCut + bcc_max_cut1(bcc);
        if CurrentCut ≥ i return true;
    end for
    end if
end function

procedure BCC ( G: graph )
// first pass
depthfirstsearch ( G )
foreach vertex v visited
    v.odd := odd ( depth of v in search tree );
    v.dis := discovery time ;
    v.low := min ( v.dis, w.dis :
        (u, w) is a back edge for some descendant u of v );
end for
end depthfirstsearch
// second depth first search
depthfirstsearch ( G )
foreach vertex v visited
    foreach edge e = vu leaving v
        if v.odd = u.odd then mark vu as a member of an odd length cycle; end if
        if v.dis < u.low then mark vu as a bridge ;
        else if v.dis = u.low then vu starts new biconnected component;
        else vu continues current biconnected component ;
        end if
    end for
end for
end depthfirstsearch
end procedure
```
distance between the vertex and the root vertex, is an even or odd value. When a back edge is found during the first depth first pass, a comparison of the odd values of the vertices it joins allows to determine whether this edge completes a cycle of even or odd length.

The second pass uses the values dis, low and odd to characterize each edge in the graph into one of three categories. An edge that is not part of any cycle is identified as a bridge. All other edges participate in one or more cycles and are separated based on whether they are in a biconnected component that contains an odd length cycle or not. A biconnected component that contains an odd cycle is called itself labeled odd, otherwise it is labeled even.

This segregation of edges and components allows the top level of the program to rapidly dispose of the simple cases of bridge edges and even biconnected components before addressing the remaining parts of the problem.

5.2 Branch and bound algorithm

The second phase of our approach consists of the recursive branch and bound algorithm that is illustrated in Figure 2. The algorithm operates on three values that are initialized in the function bcc_max_cut1 prior to function bcc_max_cut2 being called to perform a depth first search of the solution space. This latter function uses several bounding heuristics to limit the solution space, as will be explained.

In this algorithm, the vertices of the problem graph are identified with the integers in the order they are considered for assignment by the algorithm. Thus vertex 1 is assigned to either S or V − S before any higher numbered vertex and so on for the remaining vertices. For each vertex, v, the algorithm maintains three values. The value v.N contains the set of neighbors of v that have not been assigned when v is considered for assignment. That is,

\[
v.N = \{ x \mid (v,x) \in E \land (v < x) \}\]
Figure 2: A decision algorithm for MaxCut of a biconnected component.

function bcc\_max\_cut1 ( G: graph) return integer
  // initialization
  foreach vertex v in G do
    compute v.N from G;
    v.mb0 := v.mb1 := 0;
  endforeach
  return bcc\_max\_cut2(G, 1, |E_g|, 0);
end function

function bcc\_max\_cut2 ( G: graph, i, d, g: integer) return integer
  1 if (i > |V_G|) return c(S); // end of branch in search tree
  2 cut := 0;
  3 if (lower_bound c(S_i) > g) then g := cut := lower_bound c(S_i); adjust(d); end if
  4 if (upper_bound c(S_i) < g) return 0;
  5 // decide if we want to assign vertex i to S
  6 if (i.mb0 ≤ d ∧ i.mb0 < i.mb1 + |i.N|) then
    record\_assignment\_implications(i, true);
    new := bcc\_max\_cut2(G, i + 1, d − i.mb0, g)
    if (new > cut) then cut := new; adjust(d); end if
    undo\_assignment\_implications(i, true);
  7 end if
  8 // decide if we want to assign vertex i to V − S
  9 if (i.mb1 ≤ d ∧ i.mb1 ≤ i.mb0 + |i.N|) then
    record\_assignment\_implications(i, false);
    new := bcc\_max\_cut2(G, i + 1, d − i.mb1, g)
    if (new > cut) then cut := new; adjust(d); end if
    undo\_assignment\_implications(i, false);
  10 end if
  11 return cut;
end function

procedure record\_assignment\_implications ( v: vertex, b: boolean)
  if b then for y ∈ N(x) do y.mb0 := y.mb0 + 1 end for;
  else for y ∈ N(x) do y.mb1 := y.mb1 + 1 end for; end if
end procedure

procedure undo\_assignment\_implications ( v: vertex, b: boolean)
  if b then for y ∈ v.N do y.mb0 := y.mb0 − 1 end for;
  else for y ∈ v.N do y.mb1 := y.mb1 − 1 end for; end if
end procedure
The value of $v.N$ is computed once on entering the algorithm and does not change. The values $v.mb0$ and $v.mb1$ are integers that give the number of neighbors of $v$ that have been assigned to $S$ and $V - S$, respectively. Thus, $v.mb0$ gives, based on the current assignment of vertices, the number of edges in the problem graph that will be dropped if vertex $v$ is assigned to the set $S$. Similarly, $v.mb1$ gives the number of edges that will be dropped if vertex $v$ is assigned to the set $V - S$. These values are maintained during the execution of the algorithms by the procedures record_assignment_implications and undo_assignment_implications.

Once these values are initialized, function $bcc\_max\_cut2$ is called to search the solution space. The parameters to this function, $i$ and $g$, are the vertex to be considered for assignment and the goal cut value, respectively. The parameter $d$ is the number of edges that may be dropped by the remaining vertex assignments before no further solution on this branch of the search tree will improve the best currently known solution.

The core of the algorithm is expressed in lines 1, 2, 7–10, 14–17, and 19 of the function $bcc\_max\_cut2$ in Figure 2. Together, these lines simply enumerate the cuts of the problem graph and record the best solution. The following theorem concerning this core algorithm is easily proven:

**Theorem 2.** The time complexity of the core $bcc\_max\_cut2$ algorithm is $O(n^2)$.  

Because $m = O(n^2)$, this result is better in the worst case than the latest result of Fedin and Kulikov [9] who proposed an algorithm of complexity $poly(m) \cdot 2^{m/4}$.

The remaining lines in the algorithm apply bounding heuristics to improve this performance. In line 3, the following value gives a lower bound on the MaxCut for the current branch prior to the assignment of vertex $i$,

$$|E| - (D_0^{-1}(S) + \sum_{j=i}^n \max(j.mb0, j.mb1) + \sum_{j=i}^n |j.N|).$$

In words, the bound is the total number edges in the graph less 1) those edges already dropped,
2) the maximum number edges for which one vertex has been assigned that could be dropped by a continuation of the current assignment, and 3) all other remaining edges. As no continuation of the current assignment can ever cut fewer edges than this value, it is a valid lower bound on the value of the MaxCut. This bound is used to improve the known cut value as discussed in Section 4.2.1.

The bounds in lines 6 and 13, e.g., \((i.m_b0 \leq d)\) and \((i.m_b0 < j.m_b1 + |i.N|)\), have a scope which is local to the current vertex and prevent the algorithm from proceeding further with an assignment if that assignment will drop more edges than the limit \(d\), or will drop more edges than it could possibly add, respectively. Shen and Zhang have attributed the second of these bounds to Niedermeier and Rossmanith [19]. The remaining bound is applied in line 4 in Figure 3.

Inspired by the Max-2-Sat lower bounds discussed in Shen and Zhang [22], we have developed several similar bounds for use in line 4 of our algorithm. While these bounds are used as upper bounds on the achievable MaxCut value, they are computed as lower bounds on the number of edges that must be dropped in any continuation of the current solution. For this reason, we refer to these bounds as lower bounds LB0, LB1, and LB2.

The first two of these are defined by the following relations,

\[
LB0 = D_i^{-1}(S) \\
LB1 = D_i^{-1}(S) + \sum_{j=i}^n \min(j.m_b0, j.m_b1)
\]

The first, LB0, simply counts the number of edges dropped by the current partial assignment. The second, LB1, adds to that the minimum number of edges that will be dropped by any assignment that completes the current partial assignment. A lower bound is said to be admissible if it never exceeds the value it bounds. To ensure the completeness of a branch and bound algorithm, any lower bound must be admissible. It is easy to see that LB0 is admissible as, clearly, no continuation of the current assignment will drop fewer edges than have already been dropped.

To see that LB1 is also admissible, consider the set of edges, \(E(i)\), that could still be dropped
by the assignment of vertices \( i, \ldots, n \). Taking the vertex \( i \) as a boundary vertex between the assigned and unassigned vertices, we segregate the set \( E(i) \) into three groups: edges that join \( i \) to an assigned vertex, edges that join \( i \) to an unassigned vertex, and edges that join unassigned vertices. The number of edges in the first of these groups is given by the values \( i.m_b^0 \) and \( i.m_b^1 \).

Let \( i.m_b^0 \) represent the edges from \( i \) to vertices in \( S \) and \( i.m_b^1 \) represent the edges from \( i \) to vertices in \( V - S \). The second group of edges consists of those neighbors of \( i \) that are contained in \( i.N \). We identify the third group of edges as \( E(i+1) \). Finally, let \( D^*(E(i)) \) be the number of edges in \( E(i) \) that will be dropped in the continuation of the current assignment; \( D^*(E(i)_{i \in S}) \) be the number of edges that will be dropped in any continuation based on the assignment of \( i \) to set \( S \); and \( D^*(E(i)_{i \in (V - S)}) \) be the number of edges that will be dropped in any continuation based on the assignment of \( i \) to set \( V - S \).

With these definitions, we can calculate a relation that supports the claim that LB1 is admissible. First note that,

\[
E(i) = i.m_b^0 \cup i.m_b^1 \cup i.N \cup E(i+1) \quad \text{and} \quad D^*(E(i)) = D^*(i.m_b^0 \cup i.m_b^1 \cup i.N \cup E(i+1))
\]

For any MaxCut assignment, the relation \( D^*(E(i)) = \min(D^*(E(i)_{i \in S}), D^*(E(i)_{i \in (V - S)}) \) must hold. Continuing, we have,

\[
D^*(E(i)_{i \in S}) = i.m_b^0 + D^*(i.N \cup E(i+1))
\]
\[
D^*(E(i)_{i \in (V - S)}) = i.m_b^1 + D^*(i.N \cup E(i+1))
\]
\[
D^*(E(i)) = \min(i.m_b^0 + D^*(i.N \cup E(i+1)), i.m_b^1 + D^*(i.N \cup E(i+1))
\]
\[
D^*(E(i)) = \min(i.m_b^0, i.m_b^1) + D^*(i.N \cup E(i+1))
\]
Note that, for any set \( X_i \),

\[
D^*(E(i + 1)) \leq D^*(X_i \cup E(i + 1)).
\]  \( \text{(1)} \)

From this, we have the following result, which may be used to show by induction on \( i \) that lower bound LB1 is admissible.

\[
\min(i.m_b0, i.m_b1) + D^*(E(i + 1)) \leq D^*(E(i))
\]  \( \text{(2)} \)

Notice that lower bound LB0 accounts for all edges where both of the joined vertices have been assigned and that LB1 further accounts for all edges for which only one of the joined vertices have been assigned. Consideration of whether some portion of the set \( X_i \) in equation (1) that was omitted from LB1 could, in fact, be incorporated in the lower bound requires to reason about the edges for which neither of the joined vertex has been assigned. For this the following lemmata are useful.

**Lemma 3.** In a partial cut assignment \( S \) on graph \( G \), if there is an edge \( ij \) such that \( i.m_b0 < i.m_b1 \) and \( j.m_b0 < j.m_b1 \), then \( \text{LB1} + 1 \leq D_G(S) \).

**Proof.** Given an edge \( ij \) for which \( i.m_b0 < i.m_b1 \) and \( j.m_b0 < j.m_b1 \), first note that LB1 includes both \( \min(i.m_b0, i.m_b1) = i.m_b0 \) and \( \min(j.m_b0, j.m_b1) = j.m_b0 \). Now, if vertex \( i \) is assigned to set \( S \), then \( j.m_b0 \), the smallest number of edges to be dropped by the assignment of vertex \( j \) will increase by 1. On the other hand, if vertex \( i \) is assigned to set \( V - S \), then \( i.m_b1 \) edges will be dropped by the assignment. Finally, recall that \( i.m_b1 \) is at least 1 larger than \( i.m_b0 \). A similar argument holds for the assignment of vertex \( j \). \( \square \)

A mirror of this lemma for an edge \( ij \) where \( i.m_b1 < i.m_b0 \) and \( j.m_b1 < j.m_b0 \) can be proven by a similar argument. Lemma 3 and its mirror serve to identify edges joining as yet unassigned vertices for which the lower bound LB1 may be incremented. The following lemma limits number
of such edges that may be used to improve this lower bound.

Lemma 4. For any subset $X_i \subseteq i.N$, if $|X_i| \leq (i.mb0 - i.mb1)$, then

$$\min(i.mb0, i.mb1) + D^*(X_i \cup E(i + 1)) \leq D^*(E(i))$$

(3)

Proof. The case in which $|X_i| = 0$ has already been shown in (2) above. When $|X_i| > 0$, $(i.mb0 > i.mb1)$ and (3) becomes,

$$i.mb1 + D^*(X_i \cup E(i + 1)) \leq D^*(E(i))$$

(4)

There are two sub-cases to consider: $i$ is either assigned to $S$, or to $(V - S)$ in the final MaxCut assignment.

Case 1: $(i \in S)$. If $i \in S$ in the final MaxCut assignment, then

$$D^*(E(i)_{i \in S}) \leq D^*(E(i)_{i \in (V - S)})$$

Therefore we have,

$$D^*(E(i)) = D^*(E(i)_{i \in S}) = i.mb0 + D^*(i.N \cup E(i + 1))$$

Now, by the condition of the lemma $|X_i| \leq (i.mb0 - i.mb1)$, so $i.mb1 + |X_i| \leq i.mb0$. Also, by Equation (1) above, $D^*(X_i \cup E(i + 1)) - |X_i| \leq D^*(E(i + 1)) \leq D^*(i.N \cup E(i + 1))$. Then,

$$i.mb1 + D^*(X_i \cup E(i + 1)) = i.mb1 + |X_i| + D^*(X_i \cup E(i + 1)) - |X_i| \leq D^*(E(i))$$

Case 2: $(i \in (V - S))$. If $i \in (V - S)$ in the final MaxCut assignment, then

$$D^*(E(i)_{i \in (V - S)}) \leq D^*(E(i)_{i \in S})$$
Therefore we have,

\[ D^\ast(E(i)) = D^\ast(E(i)_{i \in (V-S)}) = i.mb1 + D^\ast(i.N \cup E(i + 1)). \]

As \( X_i \) is a subset of \( i.N \), \( D^\ast(X_i \cup E(i + 1)) \leq D^\ast(i.N \cup E(i + 1)) \). So we have,

\[ i.mb1 + D^\ast(X_i \cup E(i + 1)) \leq i.mb1 + D^\ast(i.N \cup E(i + 1)) \leq D^\ast(E(i)). \]

In either case, the lemma holds. A mirror of this lemma for the case in which \( |X_i| \leq (i.mb1 - i.mb0) \) can be proven by a similar argument.

Figure 3 shows an algorithm that exploits the preceding results to compute our lower bound \( LB2 \). The algorithm functions as follows: Lines 1–4 create a local copy of the \( mb0 \) and \( mb1 \) values for the unassigned vertices. The for loop in lines 6, 7, and 24 alone would simply accumulate \( LB1 \). For each iteration of this outer for loop, however, the inner foreach loops, lines 10–15 and 17–23, increase the values of \( mb1 \) or \( mb0 \) of the neighbors of the current vertex, \( i \). Following the logic of the the case where \( i.mb0s > i.mb1s \), lines 10–15 increase \( v.mb1s \) for each neighbor \( v \) of \( i \). This effectively records the first half of the condition required by Lemma 3 for \( LB1 \) to be incremented by 1. When a later iteration of the outer loop reaches vertex \( v \), if \( v.mb0s > v.mb1s \), line 7 selects the incremented \( v.mb1s \). This selection completes the recognition of the Lemma 3 condition and accumulates the incremented lower bound value. At each iteration, only the first \( n = \text{abs}(i.mb0s - i.mb1s) \) neighbors are marked as Lemma 4 limits to this number the edges that may increase \( LB1 \). Because the algorithm marks the first \( n \) neighbors and not necessarily the \( n \) neighbors that will be dropped in a MaxCut solution, it will always compute a lower bound that is less than or equal to the bound allowed by Lemma 4. It is simple to prove the following theorem on the time complexity of this algorithm:

**Theorem 5.** The time complexity for the lower bound \( LB2 \) algorithm is \( O((n - i) + \sum_{j=1}^{n} |j.N|) \).
Figure 3: The algorithm for lower bound LB2.

```plaintext
function LB2 (k: integer) return integer
1   for i = k to |V_G| do
2       i.mb0s = i.mb0;
3       i.mb1s = i.mb1;
4   end for
5   lower_bound := 0;
6   for i = k to |V_G| do
7       lower_bound := lower_bound + min(i.mb0s, i.mb1s);
8       t = abs(i.mb0s - i.mb1s);
9       if (i.mb0s > i.mb1s) then
10          foreach v ∈ i.N do
11             if (t > 0) then
12                t := t - 1;
13                v.mb1s := v.mb1s + 1;
14             end if
15          end for
16       else
17          foreach v ∈ i.N do
18             if (t > 0) then
19                t := t - 1;
20                v.mb0s := v.mb0s + 1;
21             end if
22          end for
23   end if
24   end for
25   return lower_bound;
end function
```

To show that the lower bound LB2 computed by this algorithm is admissible, we use Lemma 4 or its mirror at each step of the iteration on i giving the following theorem.

**Theorem 6.** Lower bound LB2 is admissible, that is, \( LB2(i) \leq D^*(i) \).

6 Experimental results

The current implementation grew out of a project that originated simply as a demonstration of a branch and bound algorithm for the MaxCut problem. The original demonstration was conducted
to compare the performance of a variety of algorithms on randomly constructed MaxCut problems. As a result of this heritage, testing of the current approach has been limited to the same class of random problems as used in the original study.

Many methods have been reported in the literature for generating random graphs with a variety of characteristics. In the current case, we adopt the method used by Erdős and Rényi [8] in which an undirected, simple graph of \( n \) vertices is generated by randomly selecting, without replacement, \( m \) edges from the \( n(n-1) \) possible edges.

Four configurations of our implementation were run on problems sets each composed of 50 randomly generated graphs containing a varying number of vertices and edges as shown in the table. The four configurations of the algorithm are identified here as BB, BB\_LB2, BCC, and BCC\_LB2. Configuration BB served as a control. It did not include the preprocessing phase and used our lower bound LB1. Configurations BB\_LB2 and and BCC added our bound LB2 and the preprocessing phase to the base configuration, respectively. Configuration BCC\_LB2 added both of these changes. The average number of branches taken during problem solution was selected as the measure on which to compare the performance of these configurations. This is a valid comparison method as all configurations were built on the same core branch and bound algorithm.

Table 1 shows the results of this preliminary comparison. Each row reports the average branches taken by each configuration as it was run on the same set of problems. The best entry in each row, i.e., the lowest average number of branches taken, is displayed in bold font.

The data shown supports several interesting observations. A comparison of the results for the BB and BB\_LB2 configurations clearly shows the superiority of the lower bound LB2 over our lower bound LB1. A comparison of the results for the BB\_LB2 and BCC configurations shows that for graphs of low edge to vertex ratio the preprocessing step alone dominates the improved lower bound. However, as that ratio rises the superiority rapidly declines. Finally, the improvements demonstrated by the LB2 lower bound and the addition of the preprocessing phase
Table 1: Performance comparison for four configurations (average branches taken).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>BB</th>
<th>BB_LB2</th>
<th>BCC</th>
<th>BCC_LB2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#var</td>
<td>#edges</td>
<td>#branches</td>
<td>#branches</td>
<td>#branches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.02E+02</td>
<td>4.66E+01</td>
<td>4.20E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.87E+02</td>
<td>9.06E+01</td>
<td>4.98E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.04E+03</td>
<td>4.84E+02</td>
<td>1.66E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>4.63E+03</td>
<td>9.92E+01</td>
<td>3.92E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8.87E+03</td>
<td>1.92E+03</td>
<td>8.58E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>1.56E+04</td>
<td>3.25E+03</td>
<td>1.64E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>3.05E+04</td>
<td>6.66E+03</td>
<td>3.05E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>325</td>
<td>7.84E+04</td>
<td>1.92E+04</td>
<td>7.80E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>3.34E+04</td>
<td>4.31E+03</td>
<td>3.30E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.67E+04</td>
<td>3.52E+03</td>
<td>4.02E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1.49E+06</td>
<td>6.80E+04</td>
<td>7.34E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.22E+06</td>
<td>2.31E+05</td>
<td>1.25E+06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>3.03E+07</td>
<td>1.01E+06</td>
<td>1.70E+07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.19E+08</td>
<td>5.17E+06</td>
<td>1.43E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>2.99E+08</td>
<td>3.14E+07</td>
<td>2.65E+06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

appear additive. Again, as the edge to vertex ratio of the problem graph rises, the preprocessing step appears to become ineffective in reducing the search space. Further tests will be required to clarify these observations.

We note that the effectiveness of our preprocessing phase conforms to current knowledge about the differences in the structure of random graphs that depend on the ratio of graph edges to vertices. Janson [16] has noted that, for fixed $\delta > 0$, that a unique giant component appears when $m = (1 - \delta)n/2$. Our results confirm there is a rapidly increasing probability that this unique component contains an odd length cycle as the ratio of edges to vertices increase past this point.
7 Conclusion and Directions for Future Work

While strong conclusions can not be drawn from the preliminary results we have presented, these results do support two observations. First, we have added some support to the claim that our lower bound bound LB2 is an effective bounding mechanism in this application. Second, we have begun to demonstrate that the effectiveness of our preprocessing mirrors current knowledge about the structure of random graphs as it depends on the ratio of edges to vertices in the graph. That our preprocessing step appears effective only for graphs with low edge to vertex ratio recommends more robust simplification methods be sought.

Though it is very likely unreasonable to hope for a fast general solution to the MaxCut problem, the search for improved methods of attack should continue. Several areas related to the current work that appear promising are developing tighter heuristic bounding functions, identifying better problem-simplifying graph transformations, and extending the current algorithm to handle the more general weighted form of the MaxCut problem.

Taken to the extreme, the best bounding algorithm would solve the original problem. On the one hand, Håstad’s results remind that this extreme will be as difficult to solve as that original problem. On the other hand, the application of LB2 to the MaxCut problem has demonstrated that progress in this area is still being made and points out that further improvements may be still found.

The graph simplifying preprocessing phase of the current algorithm removes an easily identifiable class of bipartite graphs from the problem search space. The success of this approach suggests that further improvements might be available by developing fast methods for identifying larger classes of graphs that admit polynomial-time solution. Another facet of the same “simply first” approach, is the search for substructure in the problem graph that can be removed and accounted for, as is seen in Fedin and Kulikov’s algorithm [9]. Further work in this area may also prove fruitful.
As mentioned earlier, the current work grew out of a simple demonstration of a branch and bound algorithm. As such, it was developed only to address the simple unweighted version of the MaxCut problem. Extending this approach to address the more general weighted problem would increase the utility of the algorithm and may allow further improvement in the preceding two areas to be achieved.

In this report, we have introduced and defined the MaxCut problem, reviewed some of the extensive literature associated with this problem, mentioned a few of its application, and discussed some of the methods that have been applied to its solution. We then reviewed an approach we have taken to its solution that incorporates a preprocessing step which separated the problem graph into biconnected components with a branch and bound algorithm for the core problem. We sketched our preliminary experimental results which begin to support a claim for the effectiveness of our lower bound LB2 and to demonstrate the range of effectiveness of the preprocessing step we implemented. Finally, we have suggested several areas in which further work appears promising.
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